PRESSEMITTEILUNG
INDEX SPOT TARIFF EXPLOITS ITS STRENGTHS IN THE CRISIS

Customers with load-registered metering tariff ‘Index Spot’ benefit from the product’s
flexibility during the Corona crisis
Berlin, May 14th, 2020
Those who concluded the rlmSTROM Index Spot
tariff with Digital Energy Solutions did not have
to worry about bindingly purchased electricity
quantities and electricity prices during a
turbulent period.

rlmSTROM Index Spot is a 100% green electricity product especially for load-registered
electricity customers with a very simple billing model: only the amount that the
electricity costs at the power exchange market at the time of consumption is paid. The
contractual partner pays the respective electricity price on the exchange with a fixed
handling fee, accurate to the quarter of an hour. This means that rlmSTROM Index Spot
does not have any risk surcharges, complicated billing models, take-or-pay clauses nor
long binding periods. And those who have the technical possibilities can also profit from
low stock exchange prices through active load shifting.
In the first few months of the corona crisis, the product was able to fully exploit its
strengths: The performance-based customers of Digital Energy Solutions benefited from
the lower procurement costs on the stock exchange and, even with in some cases
significantly lower consumption, only paid for what was delivered.
Florian Müller, Head of Energy Market Solutions at Digital Energy
Solutions: ‘There is great interest, especially from customers with
their own generation facilities. But it is not only partners and
customers who see the advantages of our spot price-based
product; we are also currently benefiting from the crisis-proof
design of the product. We are thus spared problems with
procured quantities. Regarding the uncertainty of the upcoming
months, rlmSTROM Index Spot is a simple, fair and attractive
product.’

ABOUT DIGITAL ENERGY SOLUTIONS
Digital Energy Solutions is a 100% subsidiary of the Viessmann Group. The company has set itself
the goal of exploiting the potential of digitalisation for a comprehensive energy turnaround for its
customers. Since January 2016, Digital Energy Solutions has been offering holistic solutions for
sustainable and cross-sector energy management. On the basis of the IT platform developed
inhouse, Digital Energy Solutions offers a comprehensive energy industry portfolio that includes
complementary energy market products for the hardware of the energy turnaround, e.g. battery
storage, heat pumps and photovoltaic systems, and enables companies to act as players in the
electricity market of the future themselves.
Founded in 2016 as a joint venture with BMW, Digital Energy Solutions offers turnkey solutions
comprising charging infrastructure and solutions for the management of electric vehicle fleets thus
enabling companies and their employees to make an uncomplicated entry into electric mobility.
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